
Wings    
when
you want    
them

evoJets offers a wide 
range of private travel 
solutions.

Access an endless 
fleet of aircraft. Fly 
anywhere in the world.

www.evoJets.com
+1 (877) 970-JETS
GLOBAL PRIVATE TRAVEL SOLUTIONS
NEW YORK  |  ASPEN  |  WORLDWIDE
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Our History
evoJets was founded in Aspen, CO in 2006 and is currently headquartered in 
New York City.

Originally inspired by local flyers frustrated with their private travel options, 
evoJets began as a word-of-mouth charter broker for its fellow Aspen natives.

By 2010, evoJets had earned a strong reputation nationwide, solidifying itself as 
consistent presence in the increasingly competitive on-demand charter market.

Today, the company is one of the most respected private travel companies in the 
industry, flying clients all over the world and delivering best-in-class service.

Track Record
FOUNDED IN 2006.
Hundreds of companies have  
come and gone – Evo stands the 
test of time.

Product Mix
TRULY FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS.
We cater to once-in-a-lifetime 
fliers, major corporate accounts, 
and everything in between.

Accolades
A+ RATING ON BBB.
evoJets is one of the only on-
demand charter companies rated 
A+ by the Better Business Bureau.

Safety
IN A CLASS OF OUR OWN.
Our Internal Quality Standard 
(IQS) is the most comprehensive 
rating system for private aircraft.

Charity
PROUD PARTNERS.
Our Featured Charity is a rotating 
partnership with amazing organi-
zations that do incredible work. 

24/7 Contact
DEDICATED CHARTER REPS.
Your evoJets Account Executive 
handles all aspects of your trip 
and is available 24/7/365.
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Aircraft Charter for All
Many charter companies ignore small 
accounts and first-time flyers.  

evoJets takes the opposite approach – 
every client matters, every flight matters.  
We value each relationship equally, 
dedicating the same effort to clients of  
all sizes.

Your Trusted Advocate
evoJets is solely comprised of seasoned 
charter professionals.

Your first call to Evo will likely connect 
you to the only person you ever speak to 
at the company.  Our Account Executives 
handle bookings from start to finish and are 
available 24/7.

There are hundreds of jet charter companies offering 
a wide range of services.
Choosing the right partner is an important decision – private jet charter is 
an expensive service, often associated with important events. You need a 
trustworthy provider that exceeds expectations and expands your options.

Our values
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Flexibility 
Jet cards and membership programs limit 
flyers to specific types of planes.

With on-demand, you can access any type  
of aircraft, anywhere, any time.

Usability
Enjoy 24/7/365 access to aircraft with no 
blackout dates.

We aren’t limited by a fixed fleet, so our 
clients can fly every day of the year.

Commitment
Avoid enormous upfront commitments and 
redemption fees.

On-Demand charter clients pay on a per-trip 
basis, leaving valuable funds in the bank.

Value
Reduce your hourly rates by up to 50% 
verse jet cards.

Book the best plane for the trip and reap  
the benefits – don’t pay for overhead.

A savvy use of your travel dollars
evoJets offers a variety of private travel solutions, but our core focus is  
On-Demand Charter.

On-Demand Charter 
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How is evoJets so  
much more affordable  
than jet cards?
Jet cards GUARANTEE their rates, and for 
that guarantee their clients pay massive 
premiums.

The actual operating cost of the aircraft used 
by jet cards can be inflated by up to 300% 
to ensure the provider makes money on 
every trip, regardless of the route.

How does evoJets offer 
such competitive rates 
and stay in business?
We locate and secure the perfect plane  
for every flight, reducing positioning fees 
and overhead.

Relationships, partnerships, volume, and 
industry expertise are just some of the ways 
we create massive value for on-demand 
clients.

On-Demand Charter pricing is presented on a per-hour basis. Since there are 
many aircraft available in each major class (Light Jet, Midsize Jet, etc), hourly 
rates are generally expressed in a range. 

See below for evoJets’ average hourly rates on each aircraft type, along with 
industry-standard rates for jet cards:

AIRCRAFT CLASS  EVOJETS AVG  
HOURLY RATE ($) 

 JET CARD AVG 
HOURLY RATE ($) 

Turboprop 2,600 - 3,600 Not Offered

Very Light Jet 3,400 - 4,800 Not Offered

Light Jet 3,600 - 4,400 4,400 - 5,200

Midsize Jet 4,000 - 5,800 5,600 - 7,500

Super Midsize Jet 5,200 - 7,400 6,900 - 9,800

Heavy Jet 6,200 - 9,600 9,500 - 14,000

Rates include all positions fees, taxes, and usual charter expenses

On-Demand 
Charter Pricing


